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Abstract

Literature review. Doing business in authoritarian contexts could be tricky. One reason is the implications of the difference in political, economic, and cultural systems between countries on their political economy. The other is the limited comparative knowledge available on the international political economy as a relatively new subdiscipline within political science and global business since Joan Spero’s popular introductory textbook in late 1970s. This limitation reflects the much-needed theoretical development within the literature on the Political Economy of Authoritarianism. The paper reviews the literature on political economy and utilizes a few cultural, economic, and political frameworks to offer critical comparative examination on the topic. Drawing on current interdisciplinary theories and combining assessment of national political, economic, and cultural frameworks, a new comparative analytical model is developed. The model generates knowledge to advance our understanding of the political economy of authoritarianism and to examine political economy across nations.
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Introduction

One of my students, who came from the Arab region to study in the United States, asked me ‘why people do not protest against the gas price that fluctuates up and down over the day here in the United States?’ The student added, ‘even in Europe, the Yellow Vest Movement was established to protest against the French President—Emmanuel Macron’s decision to slightly increase the gas price.’ In her attempts to convince me about how surprised she was about the uniqueness of the gas price in the United States compared to many other places in her region and in Europe, she said with amazement ‘look at the gas price board here in US, it’s the biggest thing
at all gas stations that you can see from miles away!’. A short answer for these questions is the difference in political economy; where political economy encompasses the relationships between individuals, governments, and public policy. Like my student, I also struggled as a novice scholar to grasp a good understanding about what makes the differences between political economy across countries because empirically it is impossible to find a significant political system in which the same units all perform the same activities at the same time. Yet, this answer poses more questions including what is political economy? How, and why do they differ? And more importantly, what are the implications on economic freedom for individuals and enterprises? Most of the previous studies of the interrelationships between measures of political and economic freedom and political economy have focused only on one aspect at a time, ignoring the multilateral relationships. Yet, the concept of political economy needs clarification. I would thus like to argue that the literature on political economy is in need of theoretical development. The fact that the existing body of literature has tended to become more sophisticated over the years does not really reflect the multidimensional nature of the political economy. The present discussion has primarily a didactic function: to dissect the concept of political economy into its three constituent elements i.e., the political, the economic, and the cultural, with an attempt to integrate them into an overall conceptual model to understand the political economy. In the following section, the paper explores the relevant literature to answer these questions and develop a multidimensional model to help assess and compare political economy across nations. By introducing this analytical model, my modest goal is to vitalize such a theoretical debate and introduce an easy-to-use tool to help understand this topic. I start by defining the political and economic systems and how they vary across nations, then discuss the role culture plays in shaping political and economic systems, and I will finally introduce a
multidimension model to help understand the difference between political economy across nations with a focus on the political economy of authoritarianism.

**Political system**

The political system constitutes a significant component of a political economy. With disrespect of the different types of political systems e.g., presidential, parliamentarian, or monarchy, a political system is the system of government of a nation\(^4\). Like other systems, David Easton contends that a political system is composed of three major components i.e., input from the environment, processing, and output to the environment. Inputs are the raw material that keep the system running and include demand and support. A system without inputs can do no work, and without outputs we cannot identify the work done by the system. The outputs represent the manufactured finished products—decisions. Although the three parts are equally important, Easton argues that the public demand and support constitute the inputs that keep the system going. Effective systems convert these inputs by the processes of the system into outputs (e.g., decisions and policies) for the environment in which the system exists. This, however, raises a legitimate question. While all political systems, within established democracies or established authoritarian regimes, are composed of the same three components (inputs, processing, and outputs), so, how do they differ? The question provides valuable input to our attempt to assess political systems. Considering the quality of the input component of a political system, for example, we can draw a conclusion on its effectiveness. The quality of the inputs can be measured by several determinants including the level of political freedom, civil rights, socioeconomic status, and power rotation through impartial periodic elections in line with the standards for free and fair elections\(^5\). In this regard, Franz Neumann claims that no political system can realize political freedom fully\(^6\). I will elaborate more on this at a later stage when I
compare the level of freedom in a democracy and in authoritarianism. Though they are closely related, it is important here to distinguish between civil and political rights. Civil rights include both personal and societal rights. Personal or human rights are inherent in individual as a free and equal being without boundaries and enjoyed by citizens, residents, and visitors. But political rights are derived solely from the political structure of the state. While this may be the case when it comes to the personal rights in theory, in the Arab authoritarian contexts there is a prevailing debate that visitors may enjoy more personal rights than citizens. Furthermore, these rights should be protected by law as they have validity only if they are institutionalized and an authorized agency capable of enforcing them. This applies to all political systems in order to be effective, even the most democratic system, as argued by Neumann, needs effective safeguards against the abuse of power or democracy setback. Transformation from democracy into dictatorship, as argued by Neumann, could arise when the political system discards its liberal element and reduces the room of freedom available to its members or ostracize those whose opinion do not align with it. Another way to assess the effectiveness of a political system is to check how are demands (inputs) transformed into political issues (processing). Neumann asserts that a demand does not automatically convert into a political issue and may die at birth or linger on without support to become a possible political decision. Like most systems, the outputs of a political system e.g., policies and government attitude, are determined by its inputs i.e., public demand and support. This is significant in answering the questions posed by my student on the noticeable differences among countries. But without knowing how and why the public demand and support vary between countries we are unable to understand the differences between political economies. In the following section, I discuss what shapes the public demand and support in different contexts. Easton stipulates that demands come from within the system by the members
of the system and from the external environment. The kind of demands entering a political system from its external environment, Easton argues, are shaped by the ecology, economy, culture, personality, social structure, and demography of a country\textsuperscript{10}. While this may be the case in developed sovereign democracies, it is different in authoritarian Arab regimes. In addition to the national environment that shapes the kind of demands entering a political system, I would add two additional layers to the environment of a political system of the authoritarian regimes in the region. Figure 1 below depicts the two additional layers I added to Easton’s design to reflect the actual environment of a political system in the Arab authoritarianism.
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*Figure 1: modified environment for a political system originally developed by David Easton.*

The regional environment has direct implications on the kind of demands entering a political system and on its outputs. Factors of the regional environment include political alliance, trade partners, and labor market. For example, the kind of demands entering the political system in Egypt, as one of the authoritarian regimes in the Arab region, may include demand and support
from other regional actors and not solely through the national environment such as from the members of the alliance of the war in Yemen\textsuperscript{11}. At the same time, member countries of this alliance welcome the labor force from Egypt that contributes to Egypt’s national income\textsuperscript{12}. In addition, regional actors (e.g., Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates) have been helping bailout the Egyptian economy in order to receive loans from the International Monetary Fund\textsuperscript{13}. Accordingly, the outputs of the political system in Egypt may be tailored in line with these inputs. The outer ring demonstrates factors from the global environment (e.g., world power, IMF, WTO) that may contribute to shaping the inputs and outputs of the political system in Egypt. The major world power actors push for more democratization and greater room for human rights\textsuperscript{14}. Furthermore, being in dire financial straits, Egypt has been forced into policy reform by international lenders (e.g., International Monetary Fund). The IMF is forcing Egypt to adopt several policies including consumer-price liberalization, the liberalization of interest rates, exchange-rate liberalization, and privatization\textsuperscript{15}. The examples provide nonnegligible arguments in favor of considering these two layers when assessing a political system. Finally, the political system of a nation has significant implications on the choice of its economic system. Political systems can be assessed according to two dimensions: collectivism vs. individualism, and democracy vs. authoritarianism. The first dimension assesses the degree to which a country emphasizes collectivism as opposed to individualism. The second dimension assesses the degree to which the country is a democracy or authoritarianism. The following section briefly describes the two dimensions.

**Collectivism and individualism**

Recent research has shown that culture is an important determinant of political and economic expectations and preferences, which in turn can have a direct impact on their outcomes\textsuperscript{16}. 
Individualism and collectivism, as the opposite ends of a single cultural dimension, have become the major means of comparison between societies in different comparative disciplines. There is a growing body of literature on collectivism and individualism across disciplines that advances our knowledge on the cultural differences in human behavior and enables us to differentiate among the countries and to compare different collectivistic societies to one another. Geert Hofstede, a Dutch social psychologist and a pioneering scholar who examined cross-cultural groups and organizations and developed the most popular frameworks for measuring cultural dimensions in a global perspective. Collectivism, according to Hofstede, describes a society in which people are integrated into strong cohesive groups that guarantees protection to the members of this society in exchange for unquestioning loyalty. Individualism, on the other end of the spectrum, stands for a society with loose ties between individuals and loosely knit social networks where everyone is expected to look after themself and their immediate family only.

While collectivistic societies characterized by tight social networks with tendency to hold more common goals, individualistic goals focus primarily on self-interest. Furthermore, recent research has shown that culture is an important determinant of economic expectations, which in turn can have a direct impact on determining the inputs of a political system, as discussed above, and accordingly on its economic outcomes and orientation.

A plethora of scholarship utilizes the collectivism and individualism framework to explain why some societies focus on the collective nature of social obligation while other focuses on the primacy of the individual. Although cultural homogeneity within a single country does not often exist because human behavior and culture are complex, the framework is widely used to categorize countries as collectivistic or individualistic. Alessandro Germani and others conducted empirical studies to validate the framework in Italy and provided evidence that the
framework is a reliable and valid instrument to assess individuals’ individualism and collectivism on a country level\textsuperscript{23}. In contrast, despite the popularity and the widespread reliance on the collectivism and individualism cultural framework, some argue that mapping societies along the axes of a single dimension of collectivism or individualism is not enough where researchers must aim to capture the complexities of human behavior and understand its interaction with the larger socioecological context\textsuperscript{24}. There is a relationship between collectivism and the political and economic systems of a country. On the one hand, members of a collectivistic society identify themselves as members of a group to which they belong, and they are more likely to adopt the group’s goals and values\textsuperscript{25}. Dominant collectivistic societies, as such, tend to lean towards a political and economic systems that promote the group interests rather than the individual interest\textsuperscript{26}. Eastern Asian societies and European social democracies are good example\textsuperscript{27}. On the other hand, high individualism represents the degree to which people in a country prefer to act as individuals rather than as members of groups\textsuperscript{28}. Individualistic societies that advance the individual interests over the group interest prefer more liberal economic and political systems e.g., the United States\textsuperscript{29}. In addition, Cambridge research examined the role of individualistic values in promoting economic development and found a relationship between individualistic personal attitudes and reporting corruption\textsuperscript{30}.

**Economic system**

There are three types of economic system around the world: market economy, command economy, and mixed economy\textsuperscript{31}. In a market-oriented economy, also known as capitalism or free market, economic decisions and the pricing of goods and services are made through the interactions of individual citizens and businesses and mainly driven by the law of supply and demand\textsuperscript{32}. Government intervention in the free-market economy is limited to the governance
aspects to ensure equality for all citizens. In contrast, a command economy is fully controlled by the government where the government is the central planner who decides which goods and services to produce, the production and distribution method, and the prices of goods and services. Command economy is common among authoritarian regimes where there is no competition rather monopolies, which are owned by the government. A result from government restrictions on producing several products and services, a black economy arises to fulfill the needs not met by the government. Accordingly, the activities of such black economy are not taxed because they take place illegally away from government control; and this may contribute to weaken authoritarian government by drying up its sources of income. The phenomenon of black economy is also common in most Arab economies both in wealthy and developing economies. While governments may restrict the production and distribution of non-essential products and services in developing economies as part of their austerity policies, wealthy Arab economies also intervene to restrict products and services that do not align with the dominant religious beliefs and societal norms. This may also extend to some essential commodities such as the ban on the sell and distribution of red meat in Egypt for one month by the former president Anwar Sadat. A mixed economy is partly run by the government and partly as a free market economy where economic decisions and the pricing of goods and services are driven by the law of supply and demand. Most world economies are defined as mixed economy where democracies lean to the free-market side with growing privatization while authoritarian regimes lean more towards the command economy and control most of the economic decisions with very little left to the private sector. Despite the waves of democratization and economic liberalization caused by globalization or forced by international lenders such as the International Monetary Fund, the Middle East and North Africa region was an exception.
Neugebauer argues that authoritarian regimes in the region rejected the economic liberalization believing it would strengthen the bourgeoisie middle class which could potentially develop into a democratizing force⁴¹.

**Understanding political economy across nations**

The above discussion shows the indisputable fact that several factors constitute a political economy. To understand the difference between political economies across nations we must consider these factors. In addition to the political and economic landscape, culture is an important determinant of political and economic expectations and preferences, which in turn can have a direct impact on the orientation and outcomes of political and economic systems of a country⁴². Utilizing the annual global Democracy Index by the Economist and the Hofstede six-dimensional culture model, the analytical model provides clear comparative understanding of the political economy across nations.

To highlight cultural differences between the countries, this analytical model utilizes numerical data from the work of Hofstede comparing attitudes and values between countries. On a scale of 1 to 100, the individualism indicator measures the degree to which people in a country prefer to act as individuals or as a group. A score of 100 means more individualistic society where people act individually with self-image defined in terms of “I”, and a score of 1 means more collectivistic society where people act collectively as a group with self-image defined in terms of “we”⁴³. The Democracy Index provides an annual snapshot of the state of democracy worldwide. The Democracy Index is based on five categories: electoral process and pluralism, functioning of government, political participation, political culture, and civil liberties. Based on its scores on a range of indicators within these categories, each country is then classified on a scale of 1 to 10 where 10 means “full democracy”, and 1 means “authoritarian regime”. Table 1 below presents
national scores for individualism and democracy dimensions as extracted from the Hofstede database\textsuperscript{44} and from the 2022 Democracy Index\textsuperscript{45} for a sample of ten countries representing different regions: China, Greece, Iraq, Japan, Kuwait, New Zealand, Portugal, Qatar, the United States, and Venezuela.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Dimensions} & \textbf{Individualism (out of 100)} & \textbf{Democracy (out of 10)} \\
\hline
China & 20 & 1.94 \\
Greece & 35 & 7.97 \\
Iraq & 31 & 3.13 \\
Japan & 46 & 8.33 \\
Kuwait & 25 & 3.83 \\
New Zealand & 79 & 9.61 \\
Portugal & 27 & 7.95 \\
Qatar & 25 & 3.65 \\
United States & 91 & 7.85 \\
Venezuela & 12 & 2.23 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{numeric scores for individualism and democracy extracted from the Hofstede database and from the annual Democracy Index by the Economist.}
\end{table}

Cultural difference between countries is reflected in Hofstede’s dimension of “Individualism”, and the level of democracy among countries is reflected in the Democracy Index country score. By plotting the indicators of the level of democracy from the Democracy Index and level of individualism from the Hofstede culture model for the ten countries on the analytical model in Figure 2 below, we can reveal the differences between the countries. On X and Y axes, the X axis represents the level of individualism vs. collectivism as extracted from the Hofstede culture model for the ten countries. The Y axis represents the level of democracy vs. authoritarianism as extracted from the 2022 Democracy Index for the ten countries.
At the two ends of the spectrum, we find the United States with the highest score of individualism of 91 and democracy score of 7.85, and Venezuela with individualism score of 12 and democracy score of 2.23. These scores put the US in the upper right corner of the model as an individualistic market economy with free trade orientation. On the other hand, Venezuela in the lower left corner of the model as an authoritarian economy with protectionism orientation. Comparing the US and Portugal, with individualism score of 27 and democracy score of 7.95, Portugal is in the upper left corner of the model as a social democracy with less free trade orientation compared to the US. Although Portugal scores higher than the US in the democracy level, it leans more towards protectionism policies with less room for individual’s economic freedom compared to the United States, and this applies to Greece and Japan who also plotted on the upper left corner of the model. This indicates that the democracy level alone is not enough to understand the political economy of a country. The multidimensionality perspective suggests that
the higher level of collectivism in these three countries shapes the kind of inputs to their political system, as discussed earlier, and accordingly determines its outputs of economic policies and market orientation. In addition, if we consider another dimension from the Hofstede culture model (i.e., uncertainty avoidance) we can understand why Greece, Japan, and Portugal lean towards more protectionist policies compared to the US even though these three countries score higher on democracy level than the US. The uncertainty avoidance dimension measures the degree to which the members of a society fear ambiguity and the unknown future. On a scale of 1 to 100, the uncertainty avoidance dimension measures how different nations interpret the unknown and deal with unpredictability. A score of 100 indicates that society encourages measures to regulate actions to rule out ambiguity and avoid situations of uncertainty. On the other hand, a society with low score of uncertainty avoidance embraces deviation or new approaches and members of this society are encouraged to experiment and test. The uncertainty avoidance scores for Greece, Japan, and Portugal are 100, 90, and 99 respectively. The high fear of change as such shapes the kind of demands entering the political system from its environment in these three countries, then transformed into outputs if form of economic policies and economic orientation. Moving to the lower left corner of the model, we can see China with individualism score of 20 and democracy score of 1.94; Iraq with individualism score of 31 and democracy score of 3.13; Kuwait with individualism score of 25 and democracy score of 3.83; and Qatar with individualism score of 25 and democracy score of 3.65 where the three of them along with China and Venezuela are among authoritarian regimes with mixed economy that leans more towards a command economy. Governments in such side of the model adopt more protectionist economic policies and take responsibility for the provision of goods and services. Looking at the government intervention in the provision of goods and services for all the five
authoritarian countries in the lower left corner of the model, we can see that many goods and services are provided by the state. If we consider airlines as an example of transportation service in the five countries in the authoritarian side of the model, we find that this service is strictly owned and provided by the government through state-owned enterprise. The three Arab countries (Iraq, Kuwait, and Qatar) in the authoritarianism side of the model also score high on the uncertainty avoidance dimension with a score of 96, 80, and 80 respectively. The high level of uncertainty avoidance may reflect the fear of change and the unknown (e.g., economic liberalization and democratization). Fear, from one hand, as argued by Neumann, is what makes and sustains authoritarianism. On the other hand, anti-neoliberalism and protectionism fosters the power of material distribution of authoritarian regimes and increasing their sources of income (e.g., tariffs, taxes, price manipulation, state-owned enterprises). At the same time, economic liberalization could pose a threat for authoritarian regimes as it has potentials to increase the economic and political power of private actors that could developed into a democratizing force. Furthermore, economic liberalization could also help stabilize authoritarian regimes such as the positive impact on poverty from the interest rates and exchange-rate liberalization, and the role of consumer-price liberalization in Egypt during the mid-late 1990s as a quid pro quo for emergency lending by international lenders. Yet, the political economy of authoritarianism is stagnant and the response to the pressure for more economic liberalization (e.g., privatization) is a mere rotation between the government and the elite members of the regime as a regime survival technique. Furthermore, governments in the collectivistic left side of the model, either authoritarian or democratic regimes, play varying role in deciding which goods and services to produce, the production and distribution method, and the price of goods and services. This corresponds to the questions raised earlier by my student about the difference she realized...
between the collectivistic society both in the authoritarian Arab regimes and the European social democracies compared to the United States. The noticeable big signboard for the gas price in the US reflects the nature of the economic system in a more individualistic society where price of goods and services is determined by the law of supply and demand where gas price varies between gas stations and fluctuates during the day. In contrast, gas price in more collectivistic regimes in social democracies and authoritarian regimes is determined by the government as the central planner. This interprets the manifested difference in the size of price board for gas in United States compared to other collectivistic contexts as noticed by my student earlier. On the one hand, in more collectivistic societies the government sets a nationwide price for gas and customers, therefore, may not need a billboard to know the price. On the other hand, the price is competitive and set by individual gas stations in a free market, and therefore a big price board is well justified. This also corresponds to her question about the reason of the establishment Yellow Vest Movement in France that was triggered after the decision of the head of the state, President Emmanuel Macron, to slightly increase gas price. In addition to the difference in the significance of gas prices between nations, the political economy of a country can also be manifested in different facets of its daily life. Another example is education as the source for one of the four building blocks of an economy that is used to produce goods and services. In the Arab authoritarianism the amount and types of skilled and educated force needed by the labor market is centrally determined by government through its central admission coordination bureau of universities and higher institutes. Field of study, as an individual right, is determined by government orientation and through its central admission coordination bureau on a score-based system using the average of grades in the General Secondary Education Certificate (GSEC) in most Arab authoritarian regimes. This became a great source of concern for students and their
families where the fear of results drives some of the students to suicide. Such social pressures to get high scores have created opportunities to cheat, leaking of exams questions and selling them\textsuperscript{60}. This is not only contributing to weakening the quality of public education but also reducing the level of freedom for individuals in Authoritarian Arab regimes and quality of labor force entering the market\textsuperscript{61}. Finally, the above discussion and the analytical multidimension model attempt to contribute to the ongoing discussion on the differences of political economy across nations. Users of the model may decide to find national indicators on democracy and individualism from other sources than the Democracy Index and the Hofstede culture model and apply them to the comparative model the same way. More interdisciplinary empirical research is recommended to help validate the findings.

**Conclusion**

Recent research has shown that culture is an important determinant of economic expectations and preferences, which in turn can have a direct impact on economic outcomes. Culture shapes political system, a political system then determines the type of economic system based on the inputs from the environment, and the three of them constitute the political economy of a country that is defined as a branch of social sciences that focuses on relationships between individuals, governments, and public policy. Culture, therefore, is an indispensable requirement for understanding political economy. This review contributes to a small literature trying to establish the micro-level mechanisms through which cultural values can lead to better understanding of the national differences in the global political economy. The purpose of the paper was to establish a reliable and easy-to-use measurement tool for understanding the political economy across nations. The paper combined multidimensional perspectives to help understand the relationships between the constituents of political economy: individuals, government, and
policies. The proposed analytical model is *indicator driven* rather than *theory driven*. As the global economy is becoming more volatile to endless global events such as the global financial crises, the new coronavirus pandemic, and the war in Ukraine, the model has simply expanded as a response to provide more interactive and up-to-date analysis. Furthermore, the model responds to the dynamic nature of global orientation on protectionism and free market as manifested in several recent developments such as the rise of more conservatism around the globe and Brexit. The model demonstrates the indispensable role of culture in examining and understanding the nature of political economy across nations. The higher the individualism level of a country the less the government intervention where people have more economic freedom compared to authoritarianism. The higher the collectivism level of a country, the higher the government intervention where people have less economic freedom compared to democracy. Finally, the model introduces a useful didactic tool to understand political economy across nations. Future empirical research is recommended to help validate the findings from interdisciplinary perspectives.
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